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Giuliani and Rossini
This work is one of the most frequently played pieces by Italian guitar virtuoso Mauro Giuliani (who we all know from his 120
Right Hand Exercises). It’s just one of six of its kind.
Gioachino Rossini was one of the most popular opera composers of all time and is best known today for ‘The Barber of Seville’.
His operas influenced virtually every major composer of the Classical and Romantic Periods.

Popular Tunes
Rossini’s operas contained melodies (mostly found in the Arias) that became very popular - the equivalent of a Lady Gaga or
Rhianna song today - meaning that most people on the streets knew the tunes.
Because of their immense popularity, composers wrote variations (or “paraphrases”) of these famous tunes. The Rossiniane are
an example of this - they are a collection of tunes taken from various operas by Rossini.

The format:
Essentially what Giuliani does is to quote melodies taken from various operas by Rossini. Giuliani then composes variations that
usually progress in virtuosity, getting more and more exciting and challenging for the performer.

The operatic mindset
Diving into the opera mindset is very important when playing or studying pieces of this nature. There is contained in the music
character, drama and orchestration that when devoid of a connection to opera, can sound dull and monotonous.
Listening to the original source is the best way to inform your interpretation. It will affect your overall approach to tempo,
dynamics, balance, articulation and more - most of which is not indicated in the score. This is because the tunes were so popular
when Giuliani wrote this piece, that he didn’t need to write in detailed expressive indications. It was assumed that the performer
would know these things because of how familiar they would be with the original tune.
Since Rossiniana no. 01 is so long in duration, you will just look at a couple of sections. Listen to the original source and see how
it informs your interpretation.

First Theme: “Assisa a un pié d’un salice” (Seated at the foot of a Willow)
This is overall a very sad song, sung by Desdemona (Otello’s wife). Here’s a description of the song:
“Of all the laments and dirges throughout Shakespeare’s plays, which is his saddest song?
It has to be "The Willow Song", in Act 4, Scene 3 of Othello. Desdemona is preparing for bed, afraid that Othello is wrongly angry
with her for being unfaithful. She sings "The Willow Song", a mournful folk ballad, in which a lady laments her lost love. Desdemona
only has time to sing two verses before she breaks off to talk to her maid Emilia. But Shakespeare’s audience would have been familiar
with the ending of the original ballad, and they would have known that it foretold tragedy.”

Task 1
1. Listen to the original source of the
melody.
- Describe its overall mood and character.
- How does this inform the way you play it?
- Record the melody (first l8 bars) and try to
emulate the singer.
- What are your thoughts about Julian Bream's
recording? Does he capture the spirit of the aria
on which this section is based?

Listen: click here

Second Theme: Languir per una bella (To Languish for a Beauty)
Lindoro (a slave) is unhappy because he is far from his love, Isabella. He fears that we hill never see her again. The only
pleasure that he has in slavery is the thought of her.
To languish for a beauty and be far away from her is the cruelest torment that a heart can undergo.
Perhaps the moment will come; but I cannot hope for it yet.
My soul, content amidst its woes, finds peace only in thinking of my dear one, who remains ever faithful in love.
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Task 2
Listen to the original source of the melody.
- Describe its overall mood and character.
- How does this inform the way you play it?
- Record the melody (first 4 bars) and try to
emulate the singer.
- What are your thoughts about Julian Bream's
recording? Does he capture the spirit of the aria
on which this section is based?

Listen: click here

